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Problems

Poverty
Unqualified education
Clean water … 



Understanding  Measuring   

Unaligned, fragmented solutions
Holistic and aligned solutions for 

overcoming challenges and realizing 
goal



Root cause of problems

System deficiencies

Goal with no-criteria

Poor understanding of human 
fundamental needs 

Problem /Symptom/

Root cause of prosperity



Strategy system model - SSM  
/System logic map/



“Goal enforcement mandatory integrated axioms” /GEMIA5/ is a concept 
which can serve as the fundamental and imperative foundation for 
creating a sustainable social system.  
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Source: “Human scale development” by Max Neef

Fundamental human needs by Max-Neef



Measurement units of Strategy system model SSM

1. TUS index: The index is used for measuring health status of the 
system.

2. SPA index: Measures quality of alignment between properties of a 
system

3. SOP index: Measures the performance of a social system as a whole.
4. SGI index: Measures outcome results of the social system’s operation.
5. TUS-SR index: Measures impact to environment, resource, and society.

System goal 
implementation 

index
/SGI/



Some practical results of applying Strategy Social Model:



Mandatory properties of quality data



Source: https://bit.ly/2IWgc1t

PPI

https://bit.ly/2IWgc1t


 Human Centered Society Model based on the Constitution 
of Mongolia  



 Concept of social system model for realizing SDG’s



 Conclusions 

1. There is a need to establish a model of logical representation of 
commonly shared goals 

2. The model should serve as platform for creating consensus among 
multiple stakeholders. 

3. SSM can be used as basis for establishing the above model. 
4. SS Modeled activity aimed at implementing commonly shared goal 

should be able to generate good quality data which are essential for 
designing good quality metrics for measurement and more effective 
monitoring both performance and results.  

5. Good quality data generated by the system enables all stakeholders to 
learn and take concerted actions that will enforce implementation of the 
goal. 
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